The OSGi platform embodies the desirable concepts of modularity and dynamic components to build a Service Oriented Platform, whose components interact by means of well defined contracts.
INTRODUCTION
The Open Services Gateway Initiative (OSGi) Alliance was formed around 1999 with the goal of creating a dy- * This work was partially supported by the ESF Scientific Programme MiNEMA -Middleware for Network Eccentric and Mobile Applications. namic component model for the JAVA platform. Since then the specification [6] , matured and has several implementations from different vendors, [3, 4, 5] . Its popularity arises from the clean design that address important subjects such as component modularity and the control of their life-cycle, allowing online updates to deployed components. It provides an isolation model where each component, a bundle, is seen as a black box that explicitly provides a set of services. By clearly separating the available interfaces from the implementation details and using a mechanism to register and locate services, the platform provides a service oriented programming model.
However, there are two key aspects, from our point of view, that need to be addressed: the notion of different customers using the services with different Service Level Agreement requirements and dependability concerns to decouple the platform from a single node that is prone to failures. Section 2 addresses the problems related to client isolation, Section 3 describes how to increase the dependability of the platform and finally a brief overview of the whole platform and is presented in Section 4.
CUSTOMER DIFFERENTIATION
As a service oriented platform, OSGi has the implicit concept of customers of services. However, as the notion is only implicit it does not differentiate customers and therefore, it is unable to offer them different SLA based on business policies. In this context the customer is the owner of a set of bundles that uses services and packages provided by other bundles and/or the platform. Currently all bundles run side by side and can 'see' one another, therefore, it is not possible to correctly separate and enforce differentiation because we are lacking isolation.
It is important to enforce isolation at least at four different levels: namespace, filesystem, network and performance. Namespace isolation is concerned with the ability to gain access to classes and resources from other bundles and is already covered by OSGi. Filesystem isolation, the ability to forbid access to the files owned by other customers, and network isolation, the ability to prevent customers to bind to forbidden network addresses and ports are achieved using the standard Java security mechanisms. Unfortunately performance isolation is the hardest to achieve as there are no mechanisms on the Java platform to enforce that, however, there is an ongoing JSR process to accomplish this [1] .
With the isolation concerns addressed another challenge remains, we need to properly identify different customers on the platform, hide them from each other and enforce the appropriate SLA. A naive approach would be to run different OSGi instances side by side, but this would difficult their management and can cause great overhead if each instance is run on a different JVM. Our proposal to address this problem drains from a pervasive concept across IT: virtualization. In our approach we have a single JVM and a single OSGi environment on top of it. Then we built a bundle, called the Instance Manager, that creates embedded OSGi instances completely isolated from each other. With this approach, and by associating each customer with an embedded instance, we are able to properly isolate and differentiate them. To leverage resource usage, and taking advantage of the service oriented characteristics of OSGi, we have instrumented the embedded instances to gain access to services and packages provided by bundles on the underlying environment. By doing this in a transparent way, i.e. the bundles do not need to be changed in any way, the system administrator is able to provide a common set of services on the underlying platform and make them available to customers on virtual instances. Therefore customers can focus on the deployment of their business bundles and assume the availability of 'low level' services such as loggers and http servers. Furthermore as each client is on a self-contained environment it will be possible to migrate them across different nodes allowing us to address the dependability concerns as we will see on the next section.
DEPENDABILITY CONCERNS
Dependability is a key issue in critical services and plays an important role on non critical services as users become more demanding on service delivery guarantees.
To bring dependability to OSGi we need to decouple services and customers from individual nodes that are prone to failures. We rely on a group communication facility, namely its membership service, to aggregate knowledge about available nodes, available resources and customers running on each node. We also rely on a SAN 1 so the persistent state of the customers can be accessed from all the nodes. This assumption is to abstract from the low level details of state transfer and focus on the current problem as this is a complex research topic by itself. Knowing what is running on each node, and assuming the underlying storage mechanism, we are able to redeploy customers on available nodes in case of failures and therefore contribute to the availability of the service. With this capability another interesting feature arises: by migrating customers among nodes based on their resource consumption, we are able to rationalize overall resource usage by, for example, combining several customers with scarce resource demands on a single node and therefore be able to shutdown unnecessary nodes thus reducing the green house effect.
Note that, despite the failover mechanism that is transparent to the customer, he must be aware of possible data inconsistencies caused by an improper shutdown. This is not related to the distribution factor as this concerns must be addressed even when using a single node, by relying, for example, in transactional mechanisms that respond to the client only when the state is persistent on disk. As this is highly related to the application semantics it is not possible to offer guarantees, we just ensure that the application on the failed node is redeployed in another node, with the state 1 Storage Area Network that was on disk at the moment of the failure. From the point of the view of the client this could be seen as a quick restart of the node. As the instances migrate among nodes we need to locate them despite the physical node they are deployed. This is achieved by using a fault tolerant IP Virtual Server (ipvs). With this infrastructure the external IP of the instance is mapped to the internal node where the instance resides and therefore it is transparently located by its owner. It is also possible to balance the load of the customer across multiple nodes if the semantic of the application and the SLA requirements are suitable to this distribution.
OVERVIEW OF THE SYSTEM AND FU-TURE WORK
In the previous sections we have identified the challenges and presented the way that we are following to address them. During the design of the whole system we identified four key issues to solve and addressed each one of them with a different component (bundle) as it is possible to see in Figure 1 .
Each component plays a different role on the system, as follows:
• Instance Manager: manages (start and stop) the virtual instances of the customers; • Monitoring Module: measures, aggregates and provides metrics related to resource usage of the platform and its customers; • Distribution Module: maintains (group) communication with other nodes, provides mechanisms to migrate customers and offers notifications about membership changes to interested parties; • Autonomic Module: enforces the business policies by using the facilities provided by other modules, namely by shutting down misbehaved instances or swapping them to other nodes to meet SLA requirements; this component is also responsible to properly address node failures and instructing the adequate components to perform the failover operations.
By clearly defining the responsibilities of each component and separating them according to functionality we are able to achieve the desirable properties of self-contained, composable modules that are yet another set of bundles running on the platform and, therefore, have all the capabilites of a fully-fledged OSGi environment.
The Autonomic Module, which as not been mentioned before, is built around an existing middleware [2] , suitable to the OSGi platform. This middleware monitors and controls components on demand via user defined policy scripts that could be plugged in the platform on run-time.
Currently we have the Instance Manager nearly finished and are maturing the interfaces of the remaining components, to allow us to have a well defined API that is able to cope with our requirements.
